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 Texas Dealer Conference 2018             -       Marketing with Jessica Huntington
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PARTNER IN SALES
Pioneer Water Tanks Co-Marketing Program

1. Building Lead Generating Pipelines

2. Customer Relationship Management

3. Showing Attribution
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Successful marketing initiatives bring in sustained, qualified leads over time.

Building Lead Generating Pipelines

1. Building your business branding online organically: listing your business with Google, Yelp, Bing, etc as well as posting on social media

2. Adwords and other online marketing, remarketing platforms help you reach your customers. 75% of customers are estimated to search 

on Google before purchasing.

3. Content marketing creates public awareness that your company are the local experts. This can include creating blogs on your website, 

having blogs link to your website, published articles, etc.

4. Sponsored branding such as holding a rainwater class or speaking at an event, sponsoring a rodeo, etc. puts your business in the public 

awareness in a familiar way. People are less likely to feel advertised to with things such as this.

5. Display tanks stand out. Having a Pioneer Water Tank at your place of business allows people the chance to see the system, so that 

they can envision what they can do with it.
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Track your customers and projects for organization and optimization.

Customer Relationship Management

1. In our office, we use Streak CRM for Gmail. As leads come in, we use Zapier to automatically add them to a designated pipeline to track 

all events with the client and project.

2. In the past, people would use spreadsheets. There are now tools that make this process more automated. The more automated your 

process, the less work there is to do.

3. Pioneer Water Tanks is developing a tool for ordering tanks but that is a future application and shouldn’t be relied on for current use.
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See what marketing brought in leads and how it can be optimized.

Showing Attribution

1. Google Analytics are free and can be implemented to track your website. 

2. Every marketing initiative needs to have a metric for success to show the returns of your investment.

3. See what works, what doesn’t, and how it can be improved. 

4. Ask your end clients directly how they found you and if they are willing to refer your business.



Your Goals are Our Goals, We’re Ready for Water

Our partners in co-marketing have transformed our program to be 
custom tailored. 

We look forward to this new future with Pioneer Water Tanks as 
an opportunity for our dealers to grow.
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Thank you!


